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INTRODUCTION
During the 2012 field season of Proyecto Arqueológico Regional San BartoloXultun’s excavations of the Classic period Maya site of Xultun in Guatemala, I was
part of a team that discovered a sweatbath covered in what has been identified as
creation imagery.1 As a student of Boston University’s Field School program
overseen by professor and project director, William Saturno, I collected data for the
forthcoming dissertation of PhD candidate, Jennifer Wildt of Boston University, in a
North group defined as an elite residential complex.2 During the three months of
excavation, I documented various units throughout the 12F-1 North group, but during
the last few weeks of our research I worked exclusively on illustrating the exposed
and extant portions of the north façade of structure 12F-5, called Los Sapos
(“Toads”). My illustrations of both the low sculptural relief and the polychrome paint
were overseen and corrected by project artist, Heather Hurst. In this preliminary
analysis, I rely heavily on contextual data (artifact and structural analysis) collected
and analyzed by Jennifer Wildt and the project’s various members from three field
seasons at Xultun during 2008, 2010, and 2012.3
As one of the original documentarians of this newly discovered façade, I was
motivated to take my research from the field and discover meaning and context,
specifically what the relationship between the iconography and the architecture might
provide for our understanding of the larger spatial setting. While sweatbaths within
ceremonial centers are not uncommon, Los Sapos with its partially preserved
iconography and North group environment presents an opportunity to discern the
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symbolism inherent in functioning sweatbaths from Early Classic period ritual
contexts.4 Having been able to witness the excavation and participate in the
documentation, I feel immensely honored to offer a preliminary analysis of Los
Sapos’ iconography and an initial interpretation of its function within its North group
setting.

The Maya
The settlements of the ancient Maya are spread across much of Central
America, otherwise termed Mesoamerica, within present-day Southeast Mexico,
Guatemala, Belize, Western Honduras, and El Salvador (Map 1). The ancient Maya
developed from localized polities within the Late Preclassic Period (400 BC–AD 300)
to large capital sites with corresponding tributaries during the Classic period (AD
300–850), often attributed to the “arrival of strangers” understood to be Central
Mexicans from the site of Teotihuacan.5 This shift from local to central authority
within various Maya regions was reflected directly in the shift from public to private
ritual spaces.6 Instead of performing ritual for public consumption, monuments in the
form of stelae were placed in public spaces depicting rulers (alongside descriptive
hieroglyphic texts) performing or acting concurrently as divine figures within
celestial realms and, therefore, privatized spaces.7 While this constant construction
contributed to the efficacy of a ruler, as well as to his or her postmortem legacy, the
Maya inevitably over sourced their land.8 The collapse of the Maya in the Late
Classic period has been attributed to endemic warfare, drought, in addition to
environmental denigration. Nonetheless, and contrary to popular opinion, the Maya
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persisted. Many contemporary Maya groups still exist today and present remarkable
accounts of their customs, beliefs, rituals, craft techniques, and farming methods.9

The Site of Xultun
Within what archaeologists William Saturno, Thomas Garrison, and Nicholas
Dunning define as the San Bartolo-Xultun territory in the Peten region of the
Guatemala lowlands (Map 2), exists two capital sites, San Bartolo and Xultun.10 The
region was an ideal location for settlement due to “raised uplands surrounding
perennial wetlands,” which provided ecological benefits for water resources and
management, as well as agriculture.11 Although the site of San Bartolo was the local
authority within the Late Preclassic period (400 BC–AD 300), it had a ‘mini collapse’
around the third century AD at which point territorial supremacy shifted to the site of
Xultun, about 8 miles away.12 Xultun (Map 3), as the territory’s capital in the Classic
period (AD 300–850), was allied with major sites such as neighboring Tikal, Naranjo,
and Caracol.13 In the famed war between Tikal and Calakmul, Xultun fought on
behalf of Tikal and depicted sacrifices of some of Calakmul’s lesser nobles on its
stelae, including Stela 5.14 While Xultun boasts one of the longest lineages in Maya
history on Stela 18, more than thirty-three in total, there are only twenty-four known
stelae, a proportionally conservative number compared to Xultun’s contemporaries.
Despite or because of this conservative artistic program, Xultun continued to erect
stelae well into the Late Classic period at a time when Mayanist scholars believe
other sites had collapsed.
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Xultun (Map 3), measuring 16 km2, supported an estimated population of
10,000.15 Within the site, two monumental plazas, termed the south plaza and north
plaza, contained the twenty-four stelae, as well as functioned as Palace groups.16
Smaller architectural groups populate the areas abutting the south plaza and were both
household and artesian compounds.17 Two sacbes, or slightly elevated roads, oriented
north-south unified the large ceremonial plazas.18 Separated from these ceremonial
groups by 200 m to the north, the acropolis structure 12F-19, termed Los Arboles,
transitions into a 50 m flat plaza, which abuts the 12F-1 elite residential complex.19
Just north of the 12F-1 complex is an architectural group, 12E, consisting of
proportionally smaller structures.20 The 12E group is spatially separated from the
12F-1 group by roughly 50 m as well as a significant drop in elevation to the north.21
In relation to the relative proximity and density of the architecture found in all other
areas of Xultun, the northern and remote architecture was unified thus creating a
multi-functional space that included a residential complex.22

The Residential Group
The 12F-1 quadrant of Xultun (Map 4), an area in the far north of the site,
contains an architectural group with a north-south orientation comprised of both ritual
and residential architecture, which suggests a multi-functional space. Bounding and
centering the 12F-1 architecture to the east is a large stone outcrop (there was also a
small aguada formed in this outcrop), to the north and the west is a natural declining
slope, and to the south is a large open plaza, the point of entry from the Xultun site
core.23 A monumental staircase, roughly 10 m wide, transitioned occupants in the
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south plaza into the east plaza.24 Within the east plaza, a longitudinal platform at the
eastern edge of the group faces west and aligns with the axial center of the east plaza
in addition to the three pyramidal structures framing the boundary between the east
plaza and enclosed central plazas.25 Inside the enclosed or inscribed plazas, there are
several small mound structures and residences. The temple structures within the
enclosed space (such as structures 12F-7, 12F-3, and 12F-22) support elite residences,
some of which showed evidence of corbeled vaults.26 In the sub phases or below the
foundations of these residences, vaulted tombs were evident in looters trenches and
tunnels.
While features such as the large plazas and a broad staircase suggest a large
population, the enclosed architecture suggests residential space, specifically the
presence of tombs within substructures. The large, open south and east plazas conflict
with the overt seclusion of the entire group, especially considering the fact that the
architecture, outside of the buildings bordering the east, faced inward with
remarkably narrow points of entry (approximately 1 m). Thus, the 12F-1 North group
was a multifunctional space that was unified through isolation. Because of their
shared isolation in relation to the rest of Xultun, both 12F-19 and the 12F-1 group
function jointly and, I argue, were both thematically unified with the north space of
Xultun.

Los Arboles
Los Arboles (Map 3) is a monumental pyramidal temple (40 m north-south, 30
m east-west, and roughly 15 m tall) just 50 m south of the 12F-1 elite residential
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complex, which contains four phases of architecture: two from the Early Classic
period and two from the Late Classic period.28 The temple, Los Arboles, is oriented to
the south and rests atop a large platform, termed Bayal, which has a monumental
staircase.29 On the south facades of the Bayal platform (Fig. 1), there are flanking
depictions of Jaguar masks (Karl Taube suggests they are Deer/Jaguar conflations),
wearing headdresses composed of three Maize God Deities.30 Directly above the
maize deities, a Jaguar God of the Underworld sits facing forward while a tree
sprouting five branches ending in wak sa’aal glyphs grows behind.31 Although the
wak sa’aal glyphs appear to be emblem glyphs, David Stuart believes they refer to a
mythic wak sa’aal place of ancestral origin rather than the site of Xultun (see note 31
for more on the wak sa’aal place).32 Meanwhile on the south frieze of Los Arboles
(Fig. 2), a figure positioned above the doorway sits atop a Flower Mountain throne
while holding a serpent bar, a ceremonial object with serpent faces at each end, that
emits figures with jaguar claws.33 Portraits and woven pop signs (Fig. 3) repeat to the
east and west of the enthroned figure.34 Set back slightly from the frieze, large
iguana-jaguars perch in sphinx-like positions with their heads facing east and west
(Fig. 4). Below the bodies of the iguana-jaguars, sacrificial victims are seen inverted
and severed at their midsection. The inside of this structure has yet to be explored, but
it appears that the jaguar and ancestral iconography in addition to the wak sa’aal
demarcations of an ancestral locale signify a lineage shrine just south of an elite
residential group. The current stylistic data suggests a relationship between Los
Arboles and Los Sapos, as does their equally isolated North group setting. This spatial
arrangement likely signified a unity in meaning in north as a place, thus the
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iconography from Los Arboles will be used in the interpretation of the function of Los
Sapos within this residential complex.

Los Sapos
The 12F-5 structure, Los Sapos, located in the south of the residential complex
contains no less than four architectural phases (Map 4).36 The first phase of
construction (as far as we know today) is the platform and sweatbath, Los Sapos (Fig.
5), which is rectangular in shape (6.59 m wide, 5.5 m deep, and 4.34 m tall) with a
short and narrow doorway (72 m wide, .75 m deep, and l.1 m tall) sunken into the
bench or step to the north (12.46 m wide, .65 m deep and .24 m tall), which surpasses
the length of the building to the east.37 Above the bench or stair to the east, a platform
(5.88 m wide, 5.5 m deep, and .3 m tall) connects to the east façade.38 Painted stucco
in low relief is found on the north façade and continues along the east façade,
although the east façade remains to be uncovered.39 During the use of 12 F-5, the
Maya built a masonry construction on top of the east platform that is both flush
against the east façade and level with the north façade (Fig. 6).40 Within this same
phase of construction, steps leading from the east were added, although during the
third phase a wall was added to cover these steps.41 In its final phase of construction,
the top of the structure was cut and an offering of human skeletal remains, animal
bones, and jade were placed in a cist construction connected to the doorway within
the masonry fill of the ultimate construction phse.42
The cist burial capped with a drainage stone contained three partial skeletons
of one adult and two juveniles.43 The lower leg bones of an adult in the door were cut
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just below the knee.44 Placed at the feet of the adult, were beads made of bone and
jadeite in an arrangement suggesting they had been strung together.45 To the north of
the doorway and in front of the bench was a composite skeleton comprised of the
body of a less than two-year old child and the modified cranium of an adolescent,
believed to be twelve years of age.46 Associated with this burial were ceramic sherds,
churt flakes and one blade, charcoal, and turkey bones.47 Interestingly, the placement
of this deposit was in between the legs of the primary figure in a crouching pose.
The façade sculpture (Fig. 7), composed of stucco in low relief on top of a
stone masonry construction depicts a large crouching figure (Fig. 8).48 This figure is
positioned frontally with its appendages framing the doorway, the upper appendages
(arms) above and the lower appendages (legs) below, each of which wear bracelets.
The face of the figure would have been at the center of the building located over the
door. Although the face is not preserved, its location is evident from the still extant
necklace seen in four-tiers of beaded strands over the door and framed to the west of
the necklace by remains of an ear flare (only one preserved). The damage in this
section is extensive due to the proximity to the surface. For example, due to root
damage, the rectangular ear flare slumps lower on the façade then would have been
its original location.
Amphibian or reptilian creatures compose the limbs of this primary figure
(Fig. 8 and 9). These animals ornament each segment of the limbs, although they are
best preserved on the forearms. The position of the creature on the forearm is flipped
when defining the upper arm, thus two maws touching define the joints. The partial
remains of the primary figure’s lower leg can be seen in the upper east corner at
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which point the painted stucco curves around to the east façade. The amphibian/
reptilian creatures are in profile with two feet (one in the front one in the back) that
have five talon-like fingers attached to thick legs, the joints of which are comprised of
volute-like shapes. Between their heads and bodies is a circular element with a threedotted motif. Make up their faces is an inset eye with an incised eyelid and concentric
circles below and a snout or mouth with a curl at the tip.
The primary figure’s body is red/orange, but poorly preserved, while just west
of the doorway, there is a black circle with a white outline visible (Fig 11). The hands
and feet are quite fragmental, though black vertical lines are seen on the western
‘foot’. The area just above the necklace also has red/orange remains that continue
onto the necklace feature, which additionally has black paint on its elevated surfaces.
The ear flare has a base of red/orange and contains red, black, and white on the
rectangular element and exclusively red on the trident shape below (Fig. 12).
The amphibian/reptiles (Fig. 9 and 10) have yellow/orange paint within the
black lines articulating the underbelly and mouth as well as on their arms and legs.
Conversely, red/orange is found above the same black lines and within the ears and
eyes. Their bodies have one thick stripe towards the front, while a series of smaller
stripes continue down their backs. The front legs have both black and red spots on top
of the red/orange portions while the back legs have black spots on the lower half and
stripes on the upper. The three-dotted motifs are painted in black on top of red/orange
with concentric circles of red and red/orange at the edges. The amphibian/reptilian
creatures appear to be symmetrical, although on the cheek on the bottom left (east)
conflation four black vertical lines were apparently made by fingers, which differs
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from the bottom right (west) conflation where there is a white line that was only
partially preserved.
Despite the overall state of preservation in addition to a looters tunnel dug
through the western half of the façade, the primary figure (Fig. 7, 8, and 10) is clearly
in a crouching pose with reptilian/amphibian creatures animating its limbs. The
identification of this figure likely resided in the head that is no longer extant, thus the
pose, jewelry elements, partial body, and the reptilian/amphibian imagery, as well as
sweatbath literature, will serve as the evidence for this preliminary analysis.

THESIS
The working hypothesis for Los Sapos is that it functioned as a
sweatbath within the northern-most ritual group at Xultun (Map 3 and 4) dating to
approximately AD400, the Early Classic period.49 Because Early Classic period
sweatbaths were locations for childbirth and ritual purification, Los Sapos
compounded the generative and symbolically regenerative acts known to occur within
sweatbaths with an explicit birth metaphor––the entry is the vaginal tract of the
primary figure and interior is the womb.50 The spatial relationship and stylistic
similarities between Los Sapos and Los Arboles suggest a unity in meaning, thus it
appears that Los Sapos functioned in the ritual use of a wak sa’aal ancestral shrine in
addition to a residential complex in an isolated North group. The unification of
sweatbath architecture and generative/ regenerative iconography presents a
fascinating example of ancient Maya conflationary language employed in the
construction of their spatial metaphors.51
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This preliminary analysis takes a contextual approach to arrive at meaning
within the Maya built form, which is well established within scholarship.52 In the
seminal collection of essays titled Function and Meaning in Classic Maya
Architecture edited by Stephen Houston, Mayanists approached function, meaning,
and perception of space in a myriad of ways. For example, Mary Miller in her essay
“A Design for Meaning in Maya Architecture” sought to elucidate the metaphoric
ordering of space by determining outlook.53 Miller states, “Beyond formal
considerations and, ultimately, iconography, architecture can often be read as a
metaphor for a mental outlook, a period in history, or an ethnic or societal identity.”54
Due to advances in various research disciplines such as epigraphy, archaeology,
ethnography, iconography, etc., the study of choices and motivations of both elite and
non-elite Maya have become clearer. Because of the interdisciplinary resources
available, that is, evidence in one line of inquiry used to support the theories of
another, meaning and perception can be reached as a result of multifarious academic
pursuits, which jointly aim at furthering our current understanding of the ancient
Maya.
In order to discern the function and meaning of Los Sapos, the subject of this
thesis, I employ Jules David Prown’s methodology on material culture described in
the essay “Mind in Matter: An Introduction to Material Culture Theory and
Method.”55 Prown’s Material Culture Method begins first with a formal analysis of
material culture, as I have presented in the introduction to Los Sapos, Los Arboles, the
12F-1 North Group, and Xultun more broadly. From the formal analysis, one
generates research questions specific to the subject of the analysis. Thus to discern
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meaning conveyed through the iconography, I explore the symbolic associations of
the caiman, the toad, and crouching and kneeling poses in Mesoamerican art.
Additionally, I compare the jewelry, appendages, and worn symbols depicted on Los
Sapos to Maya courtly art. Next, Prown’s methodology structures a contextual
comparison of the subject of the analysis to applicable research aimed at function and
meaning of comparable subjects. It is at this point I expand my inquiry into function
and meaning of the Maya sweatbath, specifically citing Mark Child’s unpublished
dissertation, The Archaeology of Religious Movements: The Maya Sweatbath Cult of
Piedras Negras, and Stephen Houston’s article, “Symbolic Sweatbaths of the Maya:
Architectural Meaning in the Cross Group at Palenque, Mexico.”56 In addition to the
sweatbath literature, I explore function and meaning in the Maya built environment
through a brief introduction to Mircea Eliade’s theories of space and liminality and
Michel Foucault’s notions of heterotopias.57 After outlining briefly a foundation of
spatial theory, I present the significance of ‘living with ancestors’ as described by
Patricia McAnany, spatial or cardinal symbolism within Maya site plans described by
Wendy Ashmore, and a spatial model for the mythical ancestral realm defined by
Karl Taube as Flower Mountain.58 After formal and contextual analysis of material
culture is completed, Prown’s method structures an interpretation of data, hence I
present an interpretation of the identity of the primary figure as well as the function
and meaning of Los Sapos within its North Group setting.
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ARGUMENT
Introduction
In their iconography, the Maya were quite literal when they established the
significance of their visual symbols, the fact of which was rendered necessary, as the
Maya populous is not believed to have been universally literate in terms of
hieroglyphs.59 Pars pro toto, or part for the whole, imagery conveyed observable and
universally understood aspects of nature to define semiotic meanings and messages;
the Maya observed the behaviors and attributes of real animals within their world and
subsequently employed their visual depictions to symbolically attribute their nature to
larger visual metaphors. Furthermore, the Maya took various visual symbols or visual
representations of creatures and blended them together forming a conflationary
language to distinguish human actions within the natural world and those occurring in
mythical space or time.60 Thus, the Maya depicted supernatural human figures (such
as deified ancestors) as anthropomorphs by articulating a non-human eye (larger and
square shaped versus the traditional almond shape of portraiture) or placing markings
on limbs (these signify supernatural environments and are often depicted in halves as
they conceptually wrap around the body) termed ‘god markings’ by Linda Schele and
Mary Miller (Fig. 32).61 Similarly, zoomorphs transform into non-naturalistic figures
where human features are almost entirely conflated with various animals and are
attributed with cause and effect in ritual.62 In both anthropomorphic and zoomorphic
depictions, the Maya ‘read’ the conflated elements seen to empower the figure as
aspects of identity, specifically of individuals acting in otherworldly realms or within
ritual contexts in the terrestrial world. Overall, the iconography of the ancient Maya
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was a communicative tool to express unambiguously the functioning role and
meaning of figures within pictorial space.63

Maya Notions of the Caiman
The Maya saw the Crocodylus moreleti (Fig. 13), the most common species in
Mesoamerica, as a predatory crocodile, no doubt based on its size (it grows up to four
meters in length) and because it preys on humans and jaguars from within bodies of
water.64 In its youth, this reptilian is bright yellow with black bands along its middle
in addition to an elongated snout, powerful tail, and thick scutes on its hide. This
species constructs a burrow or hole with an underwater entrance where they are seen
to wait out the heat of the day. The action of burrowing into the earth for the Maya
recalled actions of construction and farming as well as moving between lateral
realms. Also, as the Crocodylus moreleti glides within bodies of water with its back
slightly exposed, the Maya saw this image of the caiman’s back as an emblematic
model of the earth’s surface.65 Caimans thus functioned as sacrificial victims in
allegorical scenes of the earth’s destruction as well as fixed points that unify the
terrestrial world and the Underworld.66
In the various editions of the Books of Chilam Balam and in the Popol Vuh,
allegories referencing caimans appear. First, the Books of Chilam Balam name a
figure, Itzam Kab Ayin or ‘Iguana Earth Crocodile,’ who was sacrificed during world
ending events within the cyclical process of primordial creation.67 As a model of the
earth’s surface, the decapitation of Itzam Kab Ayin symbolically flooded and
destroyed not only the current population, but the earth itself.68 This act of destruction
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within the Maya worldview was necessary in that it encouraged the onset of new life
and renewed creation events. Secondly, within the Popol Vuh, a great and powerful
caiman named Zipacna figured into fixed points of liminality both within household
construction and in caves.69 Zipacna, when constructing a home, dug face down into
the earth’s surface establishing the four post holes for the corner posts that supported
the structure’s roof.70 Further, at Zipacna’s death, the reptile was positioned liminally,
partially within and partially outside of a cave mouth at the base of a mountain.71 In
this regard, Zipacna became a symbolic representation of the earth as well as an axis
mundi, a fixed point that intersected the multilayered universe, thus the caiman
signified points of transition on the surface of the earth as well as the closing of
cycles.
The use of caimans ranges spatially and temporally within Mesoamerica, not
to mention in various conflated ways, but a remarkable vessel (Fig. 14) found at the
site of Becan in Campeche, Mexico is argued by Taube and Houston to reference
Itzam Kab Ayin.72 On the Becan vessel, Itzam Kab Ayin is in a swimming pose,
modeling the surface of the earth, although it has been noted elsewhere by Oswaldo
Chinchilla Mazariegos that this is an Iguana-Jaguar.73 Akin to the deluge associated
with the ‘Iguana Earth Crocodile,’ the reptilian on the Becan vessel participates and
takes primacy over the three figures severed at their midsection and inverted as in
death. Taube and Houston also state that the belt worn by the figure marks the center
of his back with “…a jade belt assemblage of the Maize God, both maize and jade
being closely identified with the world center in ancient Maya thought.”74 The Becan
vessel illustrates an example of a caiman figure as simultaneously the earth’s surface
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and possessing the fixed point on its back that permits communication between lateral
realms. Along the same lines, on Stela 8 from Izapa (Fig. 15), the back of a
zoomorphic crocodile is depicted as a quatrefoil within which a ruler sits enthroned.75
According to Julia Guernsey, the quatrefoil’s placement on the zoomorphic reptilian’s
back positioned the enthroned ruler within the world’s center thus showcasing an
ability to intercede between the earthly realm and the supernatural realm below.76
Recalling the allegory of Zipacna, Stela 25 from Izapa (Fig. 16) depicts a crocodile
inverted, head down, while the lower half of its body, including its tail, turns into a
tree, the world tree predominately figured as an axis mundi within Mesoamerican
thought.
In these visual examples of caiman forms, the Maya and the Izapan cultures
place symbolic centers on the backs of caiman such that they become emblematic of
fixed points of transition marked on the earth’s surface. Thus, the use of the caiman
within Mesoamerican iconography positioned and signified set locations of transition
as well as communication along the axis mundi.77 The caiman also figured in cyclical
acts of the world’s destruction, an event that caused the onset of a new creation. In
this regard, caimans embodied the sacrifice needed for the end of a cycle, a type of
destruction, in the same manner that toads embodied the beginning (sometimes a
renewed beginning), a type birth or regeneration.

Maya Notions of the Toad
Within the Maya world, amphibians are known for their ability to reproduce
in large numbers and with great frequency.78 Toads are thus recognized as symbols of
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procreation. The nocturnal bufo marinus toad (Fig. 17) grows up to 24 cm long and
defensively secrets milky white venom from its pitted parotid glands located between
its head and neck.79 It lays up to 35,000 eggs within each birth cycle, corresponding
to the rainy season.80 Also nocturnal, the uoh toad or the Rhinophrynus dorsalis (Fig.
18), while not poisonous like the bufo marinus, only emerges from its underground
burrow during the rainy season solely to give birth and in cases where the toad is
taken from the burrow prior to the rainy season, the toad is seen swollen with water as
if pregnant.81 Both the bufo marinus and the uoh toad breed or lay eggs in water,
although both species prefer to give birth in safe, secluded locations such as perennial
ponds.82 Attributes of the uoh toad are its brownish-black body, red/orange stripe
down its back, and white and yellow markings in addition to its loud and vociferous
call heralding the rainy season from which its name derives. Similar to the milky
venom of the bufo marinus, the uoh toad also expels a white material, although from
its mouth and in a consistency akin to ground maize, specifically green maize gruel.83
As mentioned above, the various cycles of creation occurred after a form of
destruction, but the Maya believed that the present population was fashioned by the
primordial creator couple from ground maize, meaning the uoh toad symbolically
reproduced the original material of human creation. The associated nocturnal and
underground environments of these toads as well as the secluded and watery places
where they gave birth respectively connote a sense of wet darkness. In addition to
their generative symbolism, toads were employed by the Maya in metaphors of wet
remote location where gestation and regeneration occurs, not unlike a cave or womb.
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On a remote hillside of the Copan River Valley in Honduras, a sculptural
group carved into natural rock, Casas de los Sapos (Fig. 19), depicts a female giving
birth in the company of several toads, although it is heavily eroded.84 Ancient Maya
women would climb to this remote locale to be secluded during the last stages of birth
or at times when they wished to be more fertile. The presence of both toad and female
in similar squatting poses (one of the few birth position in the Americas) signifies a
visual correlation to and pictographic substitution for the generative acts of both
figures. Further, in Mayan texts where the verb ‘to birth’ is included pictographically
(as opposed syllabically), the verb is rendered as an upended frog head where the
mouth is pointing up (Fig. 20).85 The toad’s mouth as a place of birth is widely
established in both Maya and Izapan art. For example, on Izapa Stela 11 (Fig. 21), a
toad, likely a bufo marinus given the affixed parotid gland between the head and
neck, squats within a ‘U’-shaped enclosure and births a figure from its mouth.86 The
position of the emerging individual from the toad’s maw recalls Stela 67 (Fig. 22) and
22 (Fig. 23) from Izapa, where a similar figure emerges from a water band associated
with the Underworld, solidifying at least visually the equivalence of rebirth from the
Underworld and rebirth from the toads maw.87 Furthermore, from the site of
Balamk’u (Fig. 24), three toads sit atop Flower Mountains and generate enthroned
ancestors from their maws each of which wears Sun God masks.88 In this visual
metaphor, toads act at the liminal point where ancestors are reborn as new suns.
In these examples, the natal symbolism of the toad is clear. Both the bufo
marinus and the uoh toad produce a semen-like substance in addition to mimicking
the squatting position and large belly of a birthing female making them singular in
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notions of birth. As the uoh toad produces a substance akin to ground maize, they are
believed to possess the seeds of new life. As such, they both produce new life in the
terrestrial world and rebirth in the ancestral world. Because the sample of such art
exists mainly from elite contexts, it appears that their symbolic use was reserved for
elite, specifically apical ancestors. The toad is therefore emblematic of the point of
rebirth or transition from mortal death of elite ancestors and the gestation of
descendants from green maize gruel. Thus, crouching toads are iconographic
metaphors for cyclical beginnings by means of transformation and, as I argue later,
transition from progenitors to descendants.

Crouching and Kneeling Poses in Mesoamerica
The depiction of the crouching or kneeling pose has a history in and of itself
within the various cultures of Mesoamerica.89 In early examples of the kneeling pose,
Olmec rulers, believed to have been shamans by many scholars and capable of
transforming into jaguars when in trance, were depicted at stages of shamanic
transformation, although beginning in a kneeling pose (Fig. 25). These figures are
often shown with their heads in a pictographic tension where lines between jaguar
and human become blurred. Thus, they signify a liminal position and recall the ritual
power attributed to zoomorphs.90 Furthering this, in their article on human-jaguar
depictions of nahualism, Gerardo Gutiérrez and Mary Pye describe how similar
anthropomorphic figures factor into agricultural rituals.91 For example, on Monument
13 from the Late Classic site of Piedra Labrada (Fig. 26), a ruler named Lord 10 Knot
is depicted as a jaguar zoomorph, yet “the typical jaguar spots on the body have been
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replaced with raindrop motifs, like those seen on Preclassic Chalcatzingo monuments,
reinforcing the idea that the ruler Lord 10 Knot is a jaguar nahual with the ability to
control rain.”92 Similar nahual figures, they claim, continue to be found in various
agricultural fields by contemporary farmers, suggesting that these transformation
figures are believed to possess powers to summon rain, imbuing them with primacy
over agrarian fertility.93
When women are depicted giving or referencing birth they too are shown
crouching or kneeling, a known pose for birth in Mesoamerica, as was seen at Casa
de Los Sapos (Fig. 19). Recalling the toad mouth birth (Figs. 20–24), an effigy vessel
from Santa Cruz, Morelos (Fig. 27) is in the shape of a kneeling pregnant female
where her mouth opens upwards and serves as the vessel’s spout.94 The aged nature
of her body and pendulous breasts are similar to an aged crouching form employed as
a caryatid fronting a potentially symbolic sweatbath, the Temple of San Miguel, on
the island of Cozumel (Fig. 28).95 This symbolic sweatbath is thought to be a shrine
to the aged midwife Ix Chel, whom I discuss later.96 The aged form of Ix Chel is also
seen in a kneeling pose with partial jaguar features similar to earlier examples of
Olmec shamanic transformations seen her three-dotted eye or Ix motif and jaguar ears
(in other depictions she has jaguar claws for hands and feet), (Fig. 29).97 Her upper
body and head project forward in front of an architectural feature defined by
Elisabeth Wager as a witz mountain (witz being an animate mountain typically
characterized by facial features such as teeth, strong upper jaw, and missing lower
jaw), although the stepped decent seems to center her vagina or womb making this a
cave entry/exit within a mountain.98 Women become actively liminal as they bring
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new life to the world and, in these images of aged midwives, they are attributed with
primacy over the success of birth rather than physically generating life.
Crouching and kneeling poses within Mesoamerica connote an active stance
of transition and transformation. Both rulers and midwives conveyed their primacy
over fertility (agrarian and natal) through this powerful pose. Olmec and Late Classic
rulers, seen in stages of nahualism, visually communicate an ability to control fertility
by zoomorphizing their features with supernatural jaguars. Similarly, aged midwives
become actively liminal when they bring new life into the terrestrial realm and are
likewise depicted with jaguar features. Hence, this pose connotes a unique ability to
control fertility and traverse realms intermittently.

Los Sapos Revisited
Depicted on the north façade of the Early Classic Los Sapos structure (Figs.
7–10) is a large crouching figure whose four-strand collar suggests portraiture. The
four-strand collar, likely depicting green stone (Fig. 30), is a costume element
reserved for elite personages in Maya courtly art. When worn by rulers, both male
and female, the multi-strand collar is a definitive aspect of their position of power and
dominance displayed frequently at times of blood sacrifice (Fig. 31a), accession (Fig.
31b), war or captive sacrifice (Fig. 31c), and political/supernatural negotiations (Fig.
31d). In other depictions, the collar is worn as a costume element of royal women,
specifically wives or mothers of kings or queens performing as warrior women, an
example of which is Yaxchilan Lintel 25 and 24 (Fig. 32) where Lady Xok performs
a bloodletting ritual.99 In effect, the green stone collar is a signifier of ritual duty and
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power and likely references newly grown green maize, recalling the uoh toad. Thus,
the collar worn by the primary figure identifies this as an elite and likely royal person
displaying dominance or primacy over ritual acts of similar noteworthiness as blood
sacrifice, accession, captive sacrifice, or political/supernatural negotiations.
Although the collar suggests royal portraiture, the lower appendages of the
primary figure (Figs. 7 and 8) when compared to these portraits (Fig. 31 and 32)
suggests an animal conflation, either anthropomorphic or zoomorphic. Furthering this
proposal, the paint found on the preserved surfaces of the west lower appendage
suggest concentric ‘scale’ lines, recalling the iguana-jaguar depicted on the Becan
vessel (Fig. 14) presented earlier. The upper appendages, or the front feet in the case
of the iguana-jaguar, are likewise similar, although it should be stated that the Los
Sapos figure’s upper appendages are an interpretation based on the few surviving
pieces and could potentially be more human than animal. On the only preserved
painted area of the primary figure’s body thus far uncovered (Fig. 11), a black spot
outlined in white is seen and while several figures wear spots, most of them are
supernatural anthropomorphs or animals who dwell in the Underworld. The ear flare
(Fig. 12) worn by the primary figure seems to contain an ak’bal sign denoting
darkness.100
Akin to god markings, the caiman/toad creatures (shown in profile as they
wrap around the limbs) empower and define the function and significance of the
primary figure. Markings (Fig. 32) on limbs, as I have stated, is a common attribute
of anthropomorphs and, in this case, the reptilian and amphibian creatures likewise
serve as ‘god markings,’ which signify a supernatural nature (Fig. 7 and 8). I argue
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that the caiman and toad are conflated as was suggested by Karl Taube.101 For
example the stripes down the bodies of the conflations recall the stripes on the
Crocodylus moreleti in its youth (Fig. 13). Also, the shape of their heads and bodies
recall the uoh toad, as does the overall color composition (Fig. 18). The proportion of
the legs and feet to the body as well as the heavily lidded eye are employed in the
depiction of both figures. As caiman embodied destruction and cycle endings (Figs.
14–16), the toad embodied creation and cycle beginnings (Figs. 20–24). Hence, the
primary figure controlled acts of death and acts of life, although more broadly the
primary figure controlled cyclicality. Also, as caiman signified the surface of the
earth and the fixed point of transition, the axis mundi, and the toad signified isolated
cave and womb-like environments where gestation, birth, and rebirth occurred. This
is clearly a powerful figure placed liminally that contained a point of transition
between the multilayered universe and controlled cyclicality.
The primary figure from Los Sapos has both anthropomorphic and
zoomorphic elements, such as the jewelry features, claw-like feet, and supernatural
body markings. In summary, ear flares are worn by humans, anthropomorphs, and
sometimes zoomorphs, but are not worn by animals alone defining the primary figure
as something other than purely animal. Elite and royal figures (this includes postmortem depictions of ancestors as supernaturals) wear the multi-strand collar, thus
this element suggests a form of elite or royal portraiture. The claw-like feet (and
potentially the upper appendages) signify animal attributes, which suggest they are
zoomorphic, although anthropomorphic ritual performers are often depicted with
jaguar claws. The spot on the body defines this as a supernatural associated with the
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Underworld suggesting an anthropomorphic identification. Also suggesting an
anthropomorph, the caiman/toad conflations, I argue, are akin to ‘god markings’ that
empower anthropomorphs in their supernatural roles. As the primary figure is in a
crouching pose it not only conveys an ability to move intermittently between realms,
but it possess fertility. Therefore, this is a deified ancestor depicted as a supernatural
and anthropomorphic deity possessing a liminal ability in a point of transition,
recalling the shamanic transformation figures (Fig. 25) and the Ix Chel depiction
presented earlier (Fig. 29). Figures entering or exiting Los Sapos were symbolically
transitioned in that they were born (in the case of children) or reborn (in the case of
adults) from the vagina of this deified ancestor, both gendering the deity as female
and recalling Maya ritual sweatbath use.

The Maya Sweatbath
The Maya sweatbath, known as a pib-na or temazcal, is a unique type of
building within the larger corpus of Maya architecture in that it functioned as a fixed
point of transition and transformation.102 Caves, believed to be the dwellings of
supernaturals and ancestors, were embodied in the womb-like interior of the
sweatbath and are conceptualized as the center of the world.103 Thus, within the
sweatbath (or cave) one could commune with or draw power from ancestors and
supernaturals dwelling in otherworldly realms.104 Sweatbaths are also known to
transition occupants, through a change in physical states (usually from cold to hot or
containing profane matter to purified) to and from supernatural as well as celestial
realms.105 Aside from their symbolic role, the sweatbath functioned as a location for
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childbirth. Therefore, sweatbaths were buildings that transitioned, transported, and
transformed occupants during natal generation and ritual transfiguration as well as
salubrious restoration.
When a person was perceived as ill (externally or internally), the Maya
understood the person to be cold or possessing cold winds.106 Healers would cure
coldness by reheating the body within a sweatbath, which created a hot wind or
steam, thus restoring a harmonic equilibrium.107 Prior to entering the structure,
medicinal drinks were imbibed and, once inside, healers would take wet leaves and
whip or slap the areas where the illness was believed to reside.108 In doing this, the
healer encouraged blood circulation and pores to open quickly thus sweating out
impurities.109 Illness was then left behind within the sweatbath and individuals exited
restored. It logically follows that the sweatbath consumed illness and therefore acted
in conjunction with healers and midwives within a fixed point of liminality.
Sweatbaths were seen as liminal largely because they were understood to be
figurative caves, the dual natured and womb-like locations where the first ancestors
were born and to which all ancestors returned after death.110 In times of childbirth,
pregnant women prepared for, performed, and recovered from birth within a
sweatbath, defining their natal resonance.111 Midwives, conceptually if not
characteristically aged grandmothers, would gage the health of the pregnant female in
relative stages of hot or cold, akin to the restorative acts of healers.112 In the months
leading up to birth, midwives prescribed medicinal drinks, administered massages
that oriented the fetus (occurring both within and outside of the sweatbath), and
maintained the heated equilibrium of mother and child.113 In some cases, women were
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secluded during the later phases of gestation, as various forms of interaction would
alter their harmonic balance.114 That is, their mood needed to remain unaffected by
emotional responses that could alter the heated state of the fetus. Directly after giving
birth, the mother conceptually lost her heat and therefore needed the sweatbath to
reestablish her equilibrium.115 Also the postnatal sweatbath is said to help lactation as
well as soothe the mother’s body.116 When a woman died giving birth, she was seen
as a sacrifice in the land of the living for the new life of her child, and posthumously
received the honorary position of a kaloomte, a warrior who died in battle, equating
acts of birth to acts of war.117 The Maya perceived souls as cyclical and inherited,
thus natal births occurring within sweatbaths assuredly functioned in the sense that
they symbolically rebirthed souls within apical lines.118 The ancestral soul then
transitioned liminally within the womb of the earth and transformed in the womb of
the mother producing a location for lineage succession.
The sweatbath as a fixed location of liminality in the built environment also
helped the Maya structure and organize ritual transformation and performance.119
According to Mark Child, in ritual purification, “…these sacred structures function to
purify the individuals for participation, as well as serve to transport them to the
supernatural realm.”120 The opening of rituals were marked first with a purging of
profane contents consisting of enemas, induced vomiting, and sweating out impurities
thereby transporting a purified performer into the supernatural realm.121 The closing
of rituals likewise transported the performer from the perilous supernatural realm and
cleansed them of any lingering supernatural spirits that might wish to follow them
into the world of the living.122 Individuals ritually interacting with supernatural forces
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were conceptually propelled into symbolically threatening conditions that had
perilous consequences akin to war and birth. Those that performed in ritual
transcendence were lauded for their abilities in a similar manner as successful war
campaigns, reserving this ritual position for an elite class, if not exclusively royal
personages.123
As a place where ancestors and supernaturals were believed to originate at
birth and return to at death, the sweatbath was a liminal embodiment of the ancestral
past as well as the souls destined for the future.124 Within these structures, ancestors
and supernaturals were called upon to facilitate transition and transformation, thus
acting as primary conduits who aided movement of newly purified ritualists into
liminal places within the landscape, in much the same manner as the toad depictions
presented earlier. In acts of purification, sweatbaths, and the figures attributed to
them, consumed the illness and profane matter of both the infirm and the elite
ritualists. In acts of childbirth, sweatbaths housed the continuity of a lineage in a
place where the way and tonal souls of ancestors, which I discuss below, were known
to reside. Childbirth, therefore was more than procreation, it was a symbolic rebirth of
an ancestor’s soul embodied in or attributed to a descendant. Because birth and
rebirth were synonymous ritualized activities, the sweatbath building itself was a
dynamically liminal place fixed in the ritual lives of the elite that embodied the broad
concept of cyclicality.
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Space and Liminality
There are generally two fundamental elements in the structuring of space for
liminality: (1) the harnessing of cosmogonies (theories of the origin of the universe)
and (2) the structuring of fixed points in the landscape that permit communication
between physical realms.125 The allegorical origin of the universe in addition to the
task of its continuity, according to Mircea Eliade, shapes mankind’s need to exist in
non-homogeneous domains, specifically spaces that structure a type of control over
assailing forces of nature.126 For instance, geomancy, the act of orienting space and
architecture, with response to celestial bodies throughout Mesoamerica, transforms
physical environments into simultaneously real and imagined settings, which unify
occupants of the past, present, and future. As environments are structured to mitigate
and mirror cultural cosmogons, there are also fixed points within the landscape that
facilitate connections to or communication between other worldly realms, called axis
mundi.127 Entry into the ritual use of these heterotopias (see note 128 for an
explanation of Foucault’s heterotopias versus utopias) would have required a “system
of opening and closing” largely based on a purification of profane matter at the
opening and a purification of religious matter at the closing.128 Allocations of
‘sacredness’ often occur within breaks in the terrestrial world, and the points of
transition between real and other become liminal.129 In building structures that model
the universe or cosmogonies as well as house communication via the axis mundi,
cultures construct and define their own liminal points of transition in addition to their
own settings of fixed transcendence.130
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For the Maya, their cosmogony was their built environment, meaning that
they lived within virtual constructions of their universe that enabled their
communication with both ancestors and supernaturals.131 According to Wendy
Ashmore, the Maya universe was comprised of “…a multilayered universe, with a
sky of many levels, in which the royal ancestors lived, and a watery underworld
below the natural world, likewise with multiple layers, where the supernaturals
lived.”132 The concept of above and below was topographically presented as north
and south, conferring spaces in the north with the celestial and ancestral realms, while
spaces in the south were locations of supernaturals.133 These layers were unified by
the cyclical death and rebirth of celestial bodies, such as the sun and the moon.134
Ritual acts that encouraged continuity of the universe pertained directly to the
continued movement of the sun and the seasons that correspond to its annual cycle. In
order to assure the daily rebirth of the sun and the annual rebirth of the year, the Maya
would call upon particular ancestors or deities that dwelled within specific realms via
locations possessing liminality or an axis mundi.
Within the cosmogonic landscape of the Maya, the presentation of these
liminal points of communication is twofold. First, the elite and non-elite Maya buried
or entombed the bones of their ancestors below the floors of their homes, thus
creating a means of accessing ancestors and claiming inheritance.135 Similar to the
cosmogonic landscape, the household too became a model of the universe: the fours
corner posts were bacabs (elderly male figures) or world trees supporting the sky (the
metaphor for the roof), while the center was the ‘jade hearth’ or the ‘earth’s navel’
that provided access to ancestors and supernatural deities.136 The entombment of
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ancestors within the household defined the home as a place that unified past
generations with those of the present, and thus identity and selfhood were anchored
into place where past was perpetually present.137 Secondly, natural breaks in the
terrestrial realm in the form of caves or mountains were (and still are) seen as
“…vertical connections in space between the natural world and the super natural
domains.”138 Caves, set into the earth’s surface, provided a setting for communication
with the recently deceased ancestors and the supernaturals in the Underworld.139
Mountains projecting into the sky provided locations to communicate with
apotheosed ancestors in the paradisal realm above.140 As the Maya treated geological
features as sacred points in the landscape, they also imbued their architecture with the
natural attributes of these locations, such as sweatbaths and ancestral shrines.141 As
the north was considered by the Maya to be a manifestation of the ancestral realm,
north as a place of residence exponentially amplified the presence or allocation of
ancestral resonance and therefore possessed attributes of the ancestral paradise termed
‘Flower Mountain.’142
The Flower World complex, according to Taube, possesses two distinct
features for the ancient Maya: (1) a fixed place called Flower Mountain to “conjure
gods and ancestors through fire offerings and music [such as] Classic Maya temple
pyramids” and (2) the manifestation of the “the breath soul” or the ch’ulel, which
persists after death and ascends to Flower Mountain.143 Depictions of Flower
Mountain, such as the Balamk’u frieze (Fig. 24), pertain explicitly to the soul of an
elite figure being reborn as the Sun. Within this depiction, there are clear spatial
correlates: the jaguars emerging from a bicephalic serpent mark the low points
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between witz figures signifying the Underworld; the witz figures are temple pyramids
and Flower Mountains elevated into the sky; the toads are watery places such as caves
where ancestors return to after death and are subsequently rebirthed in the ancestral
realm; and the ruler is seen as the sun god reborn in the ancestral realm above. While
the Balamk’u frieze depicts rulers reborn, it is in fact the embodiment of the
apotheosized aspect of the soul, the ch’ulel, that is being depicted.144 In concepts of
the Maya ‘being,’ everyone possesses two souls: the ch’ulel and the way (or tonal).145
The ch’ulel is the ethereal part of an individual’s soul and is envisioned as wind and
breath as well as sweet scents and music.146 The way or tonal is a ‘spiritual coessence’ that is determined at birth by midwives and diviners and made manifest in
co-spirits such as thunder, bats, jaguars, etc. and defines a persons character.147 While
a person’s ch’ulel transcends after death to reside in Flower Mountain, a person’s way
remains in a place of darkness associated with the Underworld and is considered an
inherited nature.148 Flower Mountain therefore transitions the soul of an ancestor from
the their death in the Underworld into a liminal point in an elevated space where a
toad, cave, or sweatbath rebirths the ethereal ‘breath soul’ or ch’ulel into the ancestral
realm, while the way or tonal stays within.149 Therefore, “the pivotal world axis,
Flower Mountain was both the home of gods and honored ancestors, and the means of
supernatural ascent into the heavens.”150 While pictographic depictions of this
concept abound, it is rare to find a preserved, both in architecture and iconography,
example of this metaphor as a constructed place within the ancient Maya landscape.
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Ceremonial Sweatbaths
Sweatbaths are located within the ceremonial centers of several Classic period
Maya capital sites (such as Piedras Negras, Palenque, Uaxactun, Copan, Quirigua,
Yaxchilan, and Tikal) and their initial florescence of ritual use according to Child,
corresponds to ‘la entrada’ or ‘the arrival of strangers’ dating to AD 379–445 within
the Early Classic period.151 Child suggests that there were domestic sweatbaths in use
in the Peten lowlands prior to this period, but the elite ceremonial use of the
sweatbath corresponds to this contact period.152 The earliest-known example of a
ceremonial sweatbath is the R-13 sweatbath at Piedras Negras (AD 430–480), located
within an enclosed south group, which also contains ritual architecture such as a ball
court and a burial shrine believed to be Ruler A, Itzam K’an Ahk II (Fig. 38).153 The
form of R-13 consists of a nearly squared building on top of a platform with a low
doorway sunken into the platform itself. This ditched entry forms the drainage system
where water, either from condensation or spill over from the creation of steam, flows
out of the structure, through the doorway, and into the plaza. The heat mechanism,
termed the hearth or firebox, was placed within. These features with slight variations
in scale were the standard in sweatbath construction during the Classic period,
although there was a shift in location from enclosed to open spaces.154
While the sweatbaths from the Early Classic period were in ceremonial groups
with defined boundaries, the Classic period sweatbaths were built within monumental
architectural groups that had broader and more inclusive points of access.155 The
spatial shift according to Child signified that sweatbath use had “become more
universal with shared experiences, in order to transcend beyond ethnic boundaries
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into foreign regions.”156 In effect, the broadly established use of sweatbaths during a
time of inter-site trade and alliances necessitated large ceremonial spaces for such
communal activities to be performed by visiting figures, thus fusing ritual and politics
in practices of standardization within both ritual life and the built environment.157 In
the Late Classic period, sweatbaths, located within monumental architectural
complexes, and built on top of temple pyramids, were modified in form to support
their growing communal use.158 External enclosures, termed outer sanctuaries, were
built around the newly constructed sweatbaths in addition to earlier sweatbaths.159
After this fusion of communal politics during the Classic period created an elaborate
inter-site networking system, visiting emissaries no longer needed to see that a
sweatbath worked to understand what it symbolized. During the Late Classic period,
the form and function of the sweatbath evolved in such a way that sweatbaths no
longer needed to create heat or contain steam to communicate its actively natal and
actively transformative role.160 Signifying a desire for unification in functioning and
symbolic forms, outer sanctuaries and secondary enshrinements containing separate
rooms for changing and consuming medicinal drinks that were part of the Late
Classic sweatbath architecture, were built around earlier sweatbaths as well.161 While
symbolic sweatbaths were built at Copan and Tonina during this time, the most
documented are those found at the site of Palenque.162
The Palenque ruler Kan Balam built three symbolic sweatbaths, symbolic
because they were unable to create or contain steam, on top of monumental temples
within a public ceremonial complex dating to the Classic period.163 Each of the
sweatbaths are defined as the natal sweatbath of a supernatural figure associated with
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primordial creation.164 Meanwhile the composition of the Cross Group as a whole
was dedicated to Kan Balam’s grandmother, Ix Sak K’uk.165 According to Linda
Schele and David Freidel, “his own claim to descent from his grandmother replicated
the practices of the gods at the time of genesis.”166 The symbolic ordering of space,
both mythical and heterotopic in nature, attributed the beginning of time to a specific
ancestral line. It is interesting that, in order to communicate this message, Kan Balam
equated his grandmother with “Goddess O, the great genetrix” also known as Ix Chel
making this goddess the “female deity of the ancient Maya sweatbath.”167 In Child’s
research at Piedras Negras, complementary gender tropes were in place where the
aged male counterpart of Goddess O, named God N or Itzamnaaj, was “the male deity
of the ancient Maya sweatbath” and was conceptually the deified ancestor, Ruler A or
Itzam K’an Ahk II.168
In both functioning and symbolic models, the sweatbath was attributed to male
and female aged creators, God N and Goddess O, as well as individual ancestors,
specifically apical Kings and Queens. Thus, the ancient Maya actively transformed
the perception of their progenitors into established supernatural figures. Maya
ancestors were both fixed in space by the interment of their bones and their
manifestation into gods and goddesses imbedded in physical architecture. Therefore,
ancestors were both real and supernatural within the elite ruling class. As inter-site
politics shaped ritual life within Mesoamerica, spatial metaphors that centered the
ruler conceptually in heterotopic time (unifying past, present, and future in a fixed
setting), as well as physically in the center of the universe, became expected attributes
of ceremonial architecture, a role aided by the sweatbath.169 Rulers built ceremonial
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spaces that embodied or housed the center of the earth and employed the sweatbath as
a fixed point where their apical grandparents (past Kings and Queens), fused with
underworld supernaturals God N and Goddess O, guided their divine ability to
transform and transition between worlds as well as control cyclical acts such as
agrarian and natal fertility.

Sweatbath Deities
The aged Gods, God N and Goddess O, are a dualistic creator couple that go
by the names of Itzamnaaj and Ix Chel.170 Although they each have individual
associations, they perform as dualistic complements in cyclical acts of death and
rebirth or more aptly destruction and creation akin to the caiman and toad. These
figures, as day keepers, watch over the sun, moon, and maize gods; that is, the
manifestations of cyclicality in Maya thought.171 Itzamnaaj and Ix Chel are the
quintessential diviner and midwife who chart the movement of time and manage the
heated state of souls, not to mention aide in the cyclical processes of birth, ritual
transformation, and the movement of both the ch’ulel and way souls. On the aptly
named “Birth Vase” (Fig. 35), Itzamnaaj and Ix Chel perform their complementary
roles during a supernatural birth.172 For example on Side IV, the aged Itzamnaaj
creates and maintains the fire or hearth, while Ix Chel, pictured multiple times,
performs divination, massages the midsection of the pregnant female, and grasps the
aged supernatural from the serpents maw.173 As complementary opposites within the
sweatbath, Itzamnaaj is associated with the hearth, specifically the fire and heated
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stones, as well as the earth (surface), whereas Ix Chel is associated with wombs,
fertility, earth (dirt), and water.174
God N or Itzamnaaj, also known as Pauahtun or Mam, is by his very name
united with Itzam Cab Ayin, the ‘Iguana Earth Crocodile’ that was sacrificed during
the world’s destruction as well as Zipacna who burrowed into the earth to establish
the postholes used in the construction of a home.175 As discussed earlier, the back of
the caiman signifies the surface of the earth and contains the fixed point of transition
between conceptual spaces, the axis mundi. Thus God N or Itzamnaaj is known as the
Earth Lord and associated with the axis mundi within the home known as the ‘threestone hearth’ as well as the fire hearth within the sweatbath.176 Beyond the symbolism
of the center, God N or Itzamnaaj as Pauahtun physically supported the roofs of
Maya architecture as an atlantid (Fig. 34), recalling the image of Zipacna on Izapa
Stela 25 (Fig. 14).177 As the home was a cosmogonic representation of the universe,
the Pauahtun or Mam, symbolically held up the sky and time itself.178 In this regard,
God N or Itzamnaaj is often attributed with weather features such as wind, rain,
lightning, and thunder, akin to the Maya god Chac.179 According to Taube, God N is
an “old and often malevolent mountain god, a quadripartite supporter of the world
identified with thunder, music, drunkenness, and the old year.”180
Goddess O or Ix Chel, an aged goddess also named Chac Chel, is associated
with fertility, both natal and agrarian, and, as was mentioned earlier, is often
conflated with jaguars seen in her Ix eye (three-dotted motif) and jaguar paws and
ears. In her role as midwife, Goddess O or Ix Chel was in direct contact with new life,
hence she required liminal positioning, which was pictographically communicated in
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her anthropomorphic depiction (Fig. 35, see Sides I and II) Thus, as a supernatural
deity interceding at points of liminality, she draws power from the quintessential
Underworld figure, the jaguar, akin to rulers depicted as nahuals and shaman.
Goddess O or Ix Chel “…shares many traits with Toci,” the Aztec sweatbath goddess
also known as temazcaltoci (temazcal meaning sweatbath).181 Within the Codex
Magliabechiano and Tudela Codex, a portrait of Toci is depicted on the front façade
of an Aztec sweatbath directly above the doorway (Fig. 37), recalling the depiction of
Ix Chel as a centered caryatid at the Temple of San Miguel on the island of Cozumel
(Fig. 27).182 In Post-Colonial documentations describing birth, both the midwife
administering the birth within the sweatbath and the pregnant female would call out
to and draw power from the goddess Toci, who was embodied in the architecture, to
aide successful delivery.183 Both Toci and Ix Chel appear as part of the sweatbath
architecture and are associated with caves and the eating of filth, likely recalling the
acts of purification and healing that took place within their structures. In her
depictions within the Dresden and Madrid codices, Goddess O or Ix Chel is shown in
a crouching pose with water flooding from her womb, which is attributed with life
and death properties akin to those of the flood attributed to Itzamnaaj.184 Although
Goddess O or Ix Chel does not appear conflated with toads, I suggest their symbolic
roles within fertility and reproduction make them visual cognates as evinced at Casas
de Los Sapos.
The dualistic creators, God N or Itzamnaaj and Goddess O or I Chel, signify
acts of creation and destruction both individually and in their complementary roles.
They are the quintessential aged creator couple that function liminally. Whereas God
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N is the surface of the earth akin to the caiman signifying and centering a fixed point
of transition and acts of closing or destruction, Goddess O is a liminal anthropomorph
who’s womb was akin to the cave and signified acts of opening or creation. Their
sweatbath symbolism defines God N as the heat that is brought into the structure such
as the ‘hearth’ stones (in this case basalt) heated outside and brought into the
sweatbath and Goddess O as the water poured on stones to create steam within.185
The metaphor for the binary roles in the process of creating new life is implicit, thus
the entry of a natal sweatbath indubitably becomes a vagina where the actions of men
instigate a gestation within the sweatbath’s womb-interior. This symbolic construct
seems to make less sense when ascribing a male deity to a sweatbath, but either way,
Los Sapos makes the explicit metaphor for female gestation attributed to a deified
ancestor-midwife unambiguous.

Interpretation of Los Sapos
As I have argued, the north façade of Los Sapos depicts a crouching figure
with signifiers of portraiture as well as anthropomorphic traits that communicate the
figure’s primacy over cyclicality as well as gestation. Although there are examples of
both male and female gendered deities attributed with Classic period sweatbaths, the
Los Sapos structure is gendered female, as is evident in the presentation of the vaginal
entry, the door between the legs. I have presented the hypothesis that the primary
figure is an elite royal female deified as the supernatural midwife, Goddess O or Ix
Chel (Fig. 38). While the identity of the ancestor is not known, she would have been
shown as a supernatural Ix Chel who transitioned ‘beings’ from one essence to
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another. Bestowed with Ix Chel’s intermittently liminal power, this ancestor was not
entirely in one space, but in two. Thus this liminal placement, and pose in general,
demonstrates power over both cause and effect in cyclical and ritual acts (specifically
at the opening and closing) occurring along the axis mundi.
Liminal depictions of power are a Mesoamerican trope that confers
supernatural abilities through conflations with jaguars. Ix Chel was a supernatural
midwife that reached warrior status after overseeing successful births for centuries. If
in fact there were an element of portraiture, as I suggest, then the woman depicted
would have been esteemed for her fertility and demonstrated a warrior status after
successive births akin to Ix Chel. As is evident by the kaloomte moniker acquired in
cases of death during birth and death during battle, women giving birth were equated
with warriors thus those that were successful many times over were conceptually
warrior women. It seems to follow that, in a location where royal women gave birth
to kings and queens, they would draw power from a deified warrior woman located in
a fixed point of liminality (presented both in the physical and conceptual place as well
as the Ix Chel sweatbath) who was known to have been a successful creator of kings
and queens. Los Sapos, therefore, was a place where a female ancestor who was
deified as Ix Chel held a power over fertility, specifically the creation of kings and
queens within a remote North group location, 12F-1.

CONCLUSIONS
In this thesis, I have presented the current research pertaining to a potential
sweatbath, Los Sapos or 12F-5, ornamented with creation imagery in an isolated
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North group residential complex at the site of Xultun. My analysis included
comparisons of both iconographic elements and contextual signifiers as vehicles for
the function and meaning of both Los Sapos and the 12F-1 group. The interpretations
presented here are preliminary and, with further excavations at the site, will assuredly
develop. This interpretive study, derived from contextual clues and cross-site/crosscultural comparisons, contributes to a growing understanding of both the site of
Xultun and the construction of spatial metaphors within the Maya built environment.
The study of the metaphoric ordering of space not only serves as a means of
elucidating ritual performance, but also aides in the reconstruction of the metaphoric
Maya mind, providing some answers to Mary Miller’s question, “What is Maya
architecture a metaphor for?”186
The 12F-1 complex presents a case study for how the Maya furnished the
metaphorical Flower Mountain with architecture, iconography, and residences suited
for the movement of ancestors through time and space. The dramatic way in which
the sweatbath released steam that was simultaneously the ‘breath souls’ or ch’ulel of
ancestors transitioning from an Underworld death placed both the bones and the souls
of the ancestors in accessible proximity to the rulers of Xultun. Similarly, the
sweatbath actively contained way souls (or tonal) that were destined for future
successors. Isolating an ancestral realm that embodies ancestors in addition to fertile
seeds of new life (green maize gruel), defines this as the central place of cyclical and
royal power at Xultun. Just as the Los Arboles Acropolis embodied the Xultun rulers’
ability to transform or apotheosize after death, Los Sapos embodied a queen’s ability
to birth future kings and queens. To insure efficacy of birth, women were spatially
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isolated to maintain their heated states and those of their children. The isolated 12F
group or the 12E group would have been ideal for prenatal isolation. Here women
were obscured from view (especially if residing in the 12E complex) within the
flowery fragrant dwelling of their ancestors while drawing power from the deified
warrior woman embodying and absorbed by Los Sapos.
When compared to the spatial setting of The Cross Group at Palenque, which
structured larger and more communal rituals, the isolation and size of 12F-1 suggests
that the intention of the space, as well as the intention of the occupants, would have
differed. One would have retreated to the ancestral realm of Xultun, thus the intention
of the 12F-1 group was, like the architecture itself, focused internally. The symbolism
was lineage driven and actions occurring there reciprocated and reinforced the
ancestral nature of ‘north space.’ The transition into the lineage driven locale was the
Los Arboles structure marked with imagery concerning the apotheosis of divine
rulers, but, more importantly, with signs of a wak sa’aal place.187 Also, wak sa’aal
translates directly to “maize gruel place,” which I have stated, is the original material
of the current creation, a substance believed to be contained within the uoh toad. Los
Sapos was the place where the gestation of ‘maize gruel’ occurred and thus its role
within the Early Classic wak sa’aal place was to birth the lineage as well as transition
its descendants during ritual into a supernatural realm where they could commune
with the past entombed in both the north space and Los Arboles.188
While the response to Mary Miller’s question, “What is Maya architecture a
metaphor for?”189 is multidimensional in that there are meanings devised from local,
regional, and culture-wide perspectives, but in the case of Xultun’s North group, the
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metaphor is becoming much clearer. In general, the cosmogony of the Maya was
reflected in their landscape, with ancestral and celestial meaning ascribed to north as
a place. The Maya of Xultun transformed north space into an ancestral realm where
lineages were both born and dwelled eternally. Apical figures were ascribed to the
liminal locations, thus architecture and place thus became the visual embodiment of
claims to royal inheritance. Therefore, through the metaphorical and spatial ordering
of Flower Mountain, the Xultun North group is a wak sa’aal place riddled with
symbolism that structured and housed claims to ‘kinship’ through a sa’aal lineage
that transcended the boundaries of Xultun and participated in inter-site claims to
‘kingship.’
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Fig. 22. Stela 22, Izapa (Drawing by Ayax Moreno, Courtesy of the New World
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Fig. 28. Kerr Vessel K1955 (Photograph by Justin Kerr, Courtesy of FAMSI).
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Fig. 29. Netted Jade Collar, Calakmul, Mexico (Museo Arqueológico de Campeche).
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(Drawing by Ian Graham); (b.) Stela 11, Piedras Negras (Drawing by Linda Schele);
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Justin Kerr).

Fig. 32. Mirror and Ak’bal signs worn on the body (Drawing by Linda Schele).
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((above) After Stuart 2005: Figure 1; (below) after Houston 1996: Figure 2;
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Fig. 35. Pauahtun Supporting Architecture, La Corona, Panel 6 (Drawing by David
Stuart).
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Fig. 36. The Birth Vase (Photograph by Justin Kerr, Courtesy of FAMSI).
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Fig. 37. Toci on Sweatbath Door, (above) Codex Magliabechiano (after Nuttal
1903); (below) Tudela Codex (after Tudela 1980).
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Fig. 37. Images of Ix Chel in Codices, (a.) Goddess O, Dresden Codex page 39b
(After Taube 1992); (b.) Goddess O, Dresden Codex page 74 (After Taube 1992); (c.)
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